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A decade on from its launch, the iconic Chanel J12 has come
a long way and for 2010 has been re-invented with the
introduction of the AP Renaud et Papi collaboration TRM.
James Gurney
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To give an uninterrupted case edge, the crown of the TRM was moved to the top of the dial,
creating a whole new set of problems for the team at APRP to overcome. Yours for £210,000.
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The caseback of the TRM.
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Guessing games

the advantage of creating a really
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The 2005 J12 Tourbillon - the world’s first
grand complication in ceramic. £120,000.
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A collaboration with AP in 2008
resulted in the Calibre 3125 and
allowed Chanel to create the dream
of a haute horlogerie automatic
movement with three hands,
going back to the deepest roots of
traditional watchmaking. £18,900.
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The über cool Marine, the first J12 diver’s watch
with 300m of water resistance. From £3,500.

Further information: www.chanel.com

Sporty and ultra light, the Superleggera concept was inspired by 1950s racing cars. £4,600.

